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1
, sharply 2-transitive group near-domain
[K]. , Nesin Morley rank sharply
2-transitive group $[\mathrm{B}\mathrm{D}\mathrm{N}],[\mathrm{B}\mathrm{N}],[\mathrm{D}\mathrm{N}],[\mathrm{N}1],[\mathrm{N}2],[\mathrm{D}\mathrm{N}]$ . ,
[BN] near-domain $\mathrm{A}$ ‘ $\mathrm{A}\backslash$ . , near-domain
, .
1 $(G, X)$ sharply 2-transitive group , $G$ $X$
$\forall x,$ $y,$ $c,$ $d\in X\exists!g\in G,gx=cl^{\mathrm{l}\prime}\supset gy=d$ .
.
$x\in X$ $G_{x}=\{g\in G|gx=x\}$ , $G_{x}=H$ $\text{ _{}\mathrm{r}}$
involution $i\in H$ involution $w\in H$ 0










. , $h\in H$ ,
0 $\cdot h=h\cdot 0=0\cdot 0=0$
.
$\langle\hat{H}, +, \cdot, 0,1\rangle$ near-domain . , $\langle D, +, \cdot, 0,1\rangle$ near-
domain .
Axiom.
$\mathrm{N}\mathrm{D}$ l. $\langle D,$ $+, \cdot, 0,1\rangle$ $[]\mathrm{h}1\mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{p}$ .
Ll. $\forall x,\mathrm{O}+x=x+0$
L2. la, $b\exists!x,a+x=b$
L3. $Ia$ , $b\exists!x,$ $x+a=b$
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$\mathrm{N}\mathrm{D}2$ . $\forall$a, $ba+b=0\Rightarrow b+a=0$
$\mathrm{N}\mathrm{D}3$ . $\langle D^{*}, \cdot, 1\rangle$ . , $D^{*}=D-\{0\}$ .
$\mathrm{N}\mathrm{D}4$ . $\forall$a $\mathrm{O}a=a0=0$
$\mathrm{N}\mathrm{D}5$ . $\forall$a, $b,$ $ca(b+c)=ab+ac$
$\mathrm{N}\mathrm{D}6$ . $\forall$a, $b\exists d_{a,b}\in D^{*}\forall xa+(b +x)$ $=(a+b)+d_{a,b}x$
$D$ near-domain .
$G(D)=\{(a, m)|a, m\in D, m\neq 0\}$
. $(a, m)(x)=a+mx$ , $G$ (D) $Sym(D)$ ,
$G$ (D) $D$ sharply 2-transitive . ,
$\bullet$ $(0,1)$ $G$ (D) .
$\bullet$ $(b, n)(a, m)=(b+na, d_{b,na}nm)$
$\mathrm{o}$ $(a, m)^{-1}=(-(m^{-1}a), m^{-1})$
near-domain $D$ , sharply 2-transitive group $G$(D) .
2 Near-domain Near-field
$\langle K, +, \cdot, 0,1\rangle$ near-field .
Axiom
$\mathrm{N}\mathrm{F}1$ . $K^{+}=\langle K, +, 0\rangle$
$\mathrm{N}\mathrm{F}2$ . $K^{*}=\langle K-\{0\}, \cdot, 1\rangle$




$\circ D$ near-domain ,
$D$ near-field $\Leftrightarrow$ $\langle D,$ $+\rangle$
$\Leftrightarrow$ $d_{a,b}=1,\forall a,$ $b\in D$
, ,
38
Fact 2 near-field 4 $\backslash$ near-domain $\mathrm{A}\backslash$ .
. .
3 (Dickson near-field)
$\langle F, +, *\rangle$ . $\alpha$ : $F^{*}arrow Aut(F‘,$ $+, *)$ $\alpha$ , $x\cdot y=x*\alpha(x)(y)$
, $\langle F, +, \cdot, 0,1\rangle$ near-field .
Fact 4 [Hrushovski]
strongly minimal near-domain near-field .
5 near-domain $D\text{ }\mathscr{E}$ (kemel) $\mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}(D)$
$\mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}(D)=$ {$d\in D|(a+b)d=ad+bd$ $\forall$a, $b\in D$ }
.
Fact 6 [Chelin et $\mathrm{a}1$]
$F$ Morley rank near-field, $\mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}(D)$ , $F$ .
.
.







(vii) d +b,b $=d_{a,b}$
(viii) $x+a=b\Rightarrow x=-a$ $+da$,bb
8 $\langle D, +, \cdot\rangle$ near-domain , $\mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}$ . ,
$\exists k\in K$, $1+k\in K\Rightarrow\langle D,$+, $\cdot$ X nearrm-field:
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, (4) $.d_{k,1}=1$ .
Claim 2. $\forall a,$ $b$ $a+b=b+a$ .
$\forall x\in F^{*}$ , $1=xdk,1x^{-1}=d_{xk,x}=xd_{1,k}x^{-1}=d_{x,xk}$
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$\backslash$ , $a,$ $b\in F^{*}$ $a’=ak^{-1},$ $b’=b(1+k)^{-1}$ . ,
$(a’+b’)(1+k)$ $=$ $a’(1+k)+b’(1+k)$
$=$ $a’+a’ k$ $+b$
$=$ $a’+a$ $+b$
$=$ $a’+$ ($a$ $+da’$ , $a$b)
$=$ $a’+(a +da’,a’kb)$
$=$ $a’+$ ( $a$ $+$b)(5)
,
$(a’+b’)(1+k)$ $=$ $(a’+b)$ $+(a’ +b’)$ k
$=$ $a’+$ ( $b’$ $+db$”$a(a’+b’$) k)
$=$ $a’+$ ( $b’$ $+(b’$ $+a’$) k)
$=$ $a’+(b’$ $+$ ( $b’$ $+(b’ k$ $+$ a’k))
$=$ $a’+(b’ +(b’ k +a))$
$=$ $a’+$ ( $(b’$ $+b’ k)$ $+db’$ , $\nu$k $a$)
$=$ $a’+$ (b’(1 $+k)$ $+a$)




9 $\langle F, +, \cdot\rangle$ near-domain . $F$ 3 , near-field.
Proof. $k=1$ . $1+1=-1\in K$
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